
 
 

 
 
MWA Rules & Regulations for Boating & Fishing at Javors Lucas Lake 
 
Fishing on Javors Lucas Lake is governed by the guidelines laid out by the Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Wildlife Resources Division. Those provisions 
can be accessed on their website at https://georgiawildlife.com/fishing/angler-resources.  
 
In addition, the following rules and regulations for boating and fishing on Javors 
Lucas Lake, as established by the Outdoor Recreation Committee of the MWA, 
are as follows: 
 

1. Operation of boats is limited to fishing boats propelled by paddles, oars, or 
electric/trolling motors. 

2. No boat equipped with or propelled by a diesel or gasoline motor is allowed on 
Javors Lucas Lake. 

3. Life preservers must be available for each boat occupant. No exceptions. 
4. The number of guests per boat is limited to its rated capacity. 
5. All boats will return to the launch area upon the sounding of an air horn. 

 
Visitors to Javors Lucas Lake are NOT allowed to: 
 

1. Swim in the reservoir. 
2. Possess or consume alcohol while on MWA property, which includes fishing on 

Javors Lucas Lake. 
3. Fish with any gear other than a pole and a line, or fish with more than two (2) 

poles and lines per person. 
4. Use or possess live game fish for bait. 
5. Park a vehicle at any place other than designated areas. 
6. Drive or otherwise operate a vehicle on any road posted “closed” to vehicular 

access, drive around a closed gate or cable blocking a road, or drive on any road 
that is receiving maintenance. 

7. Fish within 100 feet of concrete structures in Javors Lucas Lake. 
8. Possess firearms, pets, or glass containers. 
9. Clean or cook fish while on MWA property, which includes Javors Lucas Lake. 
10. Litter or disturb the grounds. 
11. Persons under the age of 18 may not enter or remain on MWA property unless 

supervised and accompanied by an adult (age 18 or older). 
 
 

-more- 



 
Daily Possession Limits 
 
Possession limits for fish caught on Georgia waters, including Javors Lucas Lake, are 
set by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Wildlife Resources 
Division. Please visit their website at https://georgiawildlife.com/fishing/angler-resources 
for more information. In addition, specific details on daily possession limits for 
freshwater fish can be found at www.eregulations.com/georgia/fishing.  
 
 
Georgia Sport Fishing Regulations 
 
For more information on fishing Georgia waters, including Javors Lucas Lake, the 
Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Wildlife Resources Division publishes 
the GEORGIA SPORT FISHING REGULATIONS guide to help you quickly find and 
understand regulations for fishing in Georgia. The Game and Fish Code and DNR rules 
are the final authority on questions of law. Th Georgia DNR Wildlife Resources 
Divisions website has all the details at https://georgiawildlife.com/fishing/angler-
resources.  
 
 


